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COVER PICfURE: Phoro raph of a dry ground macerated cross section of the shaft of the metatarsal bone of a
cow adversely affected by fluorine. This animal had in ested high levels of fluoride for a prolonged period of
time. Bone changes associated with fluorosis are characteristic in nature. Reabsorption of the ori inal bone has
occurred on the inner surface. The outer surface shows marked proliferation of abnormal bone structure. Little of
the original cortical bone remains. The smaller dark area in the upper part of the bone i where the lar e
blood vessel that supplied the blood to the lower part of the limb had been completely encompas ed by the exces·
sive, newly· formed abnormal bone tissue. The degree and extent of bone chan es in animals can be correlated with
the amount of fluoride ingested, the duration of the ingestion period, the age of the animal, the de ree of dental
fluorosis, and the amount of fluorine in the bone. Scientists at Utah State University have made extensive studies
of the effects of fluorides on plants and animals. The photo raph was taken by Arland E. Olson, research asso·
ciate, and the specimen pepared by Dr. LeGrande Shupe, formerly profes or of veterinary science, now with the
U. S. Agricultural Research Service and stationed on the Logan campus.
.

Land Grant Universities - U. S. Department of Agriculture
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Let our future be nourished by the past
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The breakthrough in laboratory
teaching in the colleges of Ame rica
came with the establishment of the
agricultural experiment stations.
The Hatch Experiment Station Act
of 1887 also provided for the U. S.
Department of Agriculture's participation in the nationwide experiment station program . This partici pation became the cement for a
genuine and lasting partnership.
The technological developments
in agriculture, stemming from research and education in the land
grant colleges, have freed a large
number of people from the job of
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In keeping with the Land Grant Centennial
we are beginning in this issue a se1"ies of
articles reviewing some of the research accomplishments and future plans of the Experiment Station in broad subject areas. The
first of these deals with research in the plant
sciences. Other articles will discuss animal
sciences, r811ewable resources, social sciences,
and family life.
The articles by Brigham Madsen on Changing patterns in Utah agriculture and by Arthur H. Holmgren an the herbarium follow
the centennial theme .
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producing food and enabled us to
attain the high standards of living
we enjoy today. The progress of the
land-grant system has much to do
with the nation's rapid advancement in scientific research . ..
Since the day when agricultural
experiment stations were established . . . the ultimate value of
scientific research in what we do in
our daily lives has become a part
of our national consciousness. The
importance of science and scientific
research under leadership of the
nation's academic institutions has
taken a f irm hold. - H. C. Knoblauch

A quarterly devoted to research
in agriculture, land and water resources, home and community life,
and human nutrition and published
by the Agricultural Experiment Station, Utah State University of Agriculture and Applied Sciences,
logan.
The magazine will be sent free
on request. Address all correspondence to the editor or the authors of
the various articles.
Articles appearing in Farm and
Home Science may be reorinted if
credit is g iven to the author, Utah
State University, and to Farm and
Home Science.
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Daryl Chase, President
Utah State University
W. H. Bennett, Dean
College of Agriculture
Wynne Thorne, Director
Agricultural Experiment Station
Gladys L. Harrison, Editor
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COOKED CALF DISEASE
P ODUCED PERI
TALLY
WAYNE BIN N S, L Y N N F. JAM E Sf
JAMES L. SHU P E, K. C. BEESON
deformity of twisted deformed Jeys and curvacure
of the vertebral column, similar to
"crooked calf disease," has been produced in twO calves by experimentally
feeding the dams lupine and lead.
A congenital deformity comm nly
called "crooked calf disease" has b en
observed in the calves from cows that
have grazed certain range areas for as
long as livestock records have been
kept on range cattle (fig. 1 and 2).

A

N ABNORMAL

Crooked calf disease

The congenital abnormality of
"crooked calves" affects primarily the
front legs, while def rmiries of the
neck, back, and hind legs are less common. It has been reported to occur in
Idaho, Oregon, WashingtOn, California, Nevada, Utah, Montana, and Wyoming. A similar type f deformity with
hydrocephalus r an increase of fluid
in the skull accompanied by increased
size of the head has been reported in
South DakOta, Nebraska, Canada and
South Africa. In studying the c ndition, it was found that the affected
calves were always born during the
early part of the normal calving season. Calves born before or after that
time are seldom affected. The deformity occurs in California, Oregon, and
WashingtOn during the last three
weeks of March. In Idaho the affected

•
DR. WAYNE BINNS, LYNN F. JAMES, and
JAMES L. SH UPE are a ll members of the Animal Disease and Pa rasite Resea rch Division of
the U. S. Agricultural Resea rch Service a nd
stationed on the USU ca mpus. K. C. BEESON is
employed by the Soil a nd Wate1" Conserva tion Resea rch Division of the Plant, Soil, and
Nutrition Laboratory, Ithaca, New Yo rk.
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calves are born from approximately
the last week in March to the last week
in April. No difference in breed susceptibility is apparent as the condition
has occurred in Hereford, Angus, Jersey, Holstein, and Shorthorn breeds.
The affected calves are usually born at
full term and alive, unless the deformities interfere with the birth. The calves
are usually killed shortly after birth
because they are often unable to walk,

NEW PUILICAnONS
Bul. 434. A comparison of the Ogd.n
and Los A....... marie... for
Utah caHle, by Elli. W. Lambarn and Jerald Barnard.
Deportment of Agricultural
Economics. 12 p.
This study analyze. prices at the
Ogden and Los Angeles live.tock markets to provide information on price
differential., marketing costs, gradeprice differentials, and seasonal price
poHern. in an aHempt to help Utah
producers to obtain the highest net
returns.
Bul. 435. Some economic a nd legal
aspects of ground water development In Cache County,
Utah, by Douglas C. Stra....
D.portment of Agricuhural
Economics. 21 p.
This study has a two-fold purpose;
1) to investigate the economic fea.ibility of reclaiming water-logged lowland areas, and 2) to evaluate experiences with graund-wa.... laws and
institutions as they might apply to
drainage and development of underground water for irrig,ation.
Clr. 144. How to mana. . the alfalfa
leaf.cutting .... (Metlachl"
rotundata Fabr.) for alfalfa
pollination, by Georg. E.
Bohart. Deportment of Zool08Y In cooperation with the
U. S. Agricultural Research
S.rvIce. 7 p.
This circular giv.s suggeltlons on
how farmers can care for the alfalfa
leaf-cuHing, bee to increase Its numbers in areas where alfalfa is grown
for seed.

Feeding heifers lupine
and lead produces
congenital deform ity in
calves similar to crooked
calf disease

nurse, or graze and those that do survive prove unprofitable to keep for
marketing purposes.
The incidence of "crooked calf disease" has ranged from less than 1 up
to 100 percent of the calves born on
individual farms, with a marked variation between years when no changes
in management practices took place.
A study of the defleshed affected
bones shows the joints to be malpositioned with the ends of the bones
maloccluded, and the bones and joints
further from the affected joint usually
malaligned and twisted (fig. 3).
Fusion of the joints has not been ob·
served in new-born calves, but occasionally is present in animals having
marked leg deformities that are
slaughtered when 12 to 14 months of
age. The flexed joints could not be extended even after all tendons were CUt,
because of the abnormal position and
shape of the malocclusion of the joint
surfaces.
Sometimes accompanied by cleft palate

On some of the affected range areas
a cleft palate deformity has been observed in some of the calves suffering
from "crooked calf disease." At this
particular time it is not known whether
this condition is another syndrome of
the "crooked calf disease" or whether
it is a separate entity by itself (fig. 4) .
Ranges studies for possible ca'lIses

Plants and water from springs on
the suspected ranges have been chemically analyzed for their mineral content. No unusual concentration of deficiency of mineral elements was found
except in one water sample that contained an excessive amount of lead.
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Fig . 1. Calf 5 days of age
suffering from crooked calf di sea se.
Note twisted front legs

Fig. 2. Two-year-old
steer with ,ight front leg
fixed in contracted and
twisted position at
knee joint and its
head and neck. slightly
twisted to the right side
of the body

The range area where the affected
cattle graze in [he ummer are hea ily inf [d with ari u pecie of lupine, which ar eaten after the plants
marur and d I p seeds. The cows
gi ing birth to the deformed cal
are
appr ximately 4 t
w eks pregnant
when th lupine c mes into eed.
B cau e the d formed cal e are
born within a definite p ri d f the
cal ing ason each y ar, a direct relati n mu t exi [ between the availability
f th ausative agent and the de elpment of the fetus. Therefore, any
on
f everal factor within the enir nment could initiate development
of th d f rmity in "crooked calf di a e." Am ng the po ible cau es are:
xce
r deficiency of a nutritional
ub tance, mineral elements f known
r unkn wn toxicity, failure of the ti u to get ufficient oxygen poi onu plants or an interacti n of tWO r
more f th ab e factors.

Experimental feeding trials
Ba ed on the result
f the abo e
in e tigations an experimental feeding
trial was conducted with se en Holtein heifer 18 to 21 months of age.
The e animals were bred by artificial
insemination and then fed lupine or
lead or a combination of these through

Fig. 4. Head of new-born calf with lower jaws removed showing a
complete cleft palate. This calf was also suffering from twisted
front legs, back, and neck

Fig. 3. Defleshed bones
showing elbow joint. 1) normal,
2) from crooked leg calf.
Note malalignment of the joint
surfaces in elbow joint
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a p rm n or rum n fi tula fig. 5 nd
nimal wer starced n th
xp rim or at differ or p ri
f
pregnancy r nging fr m the fir t d y
after br ding t th 71 t day and c ntinuing daily f r a peri
f 9 t
12 days. Thr anim I w r f d lupin
f th
r eiv d LlIpituts
seric ItS n n L. holosericells. Tw
ther animal wer f d L. s ric 1/ plu
I d, and tw a nimal
n I ad
with ut lupine. Th
I f
lupin w
tarred
nimal daily
ery th r
ympt m b
d ag wa
a
Ie el and c orinu d thr ugh ut th
fe ding p ri d. The 1 ad wa f d daily
in rh f rm f I ad a erar at
1 vel
f 5 milligram
f I ad p r kil ram
f b dy
ighr.
Th tW heif r f d lupin plu I ad
birth r
full-term d form d
which wer charaCt ri ti
f
r
alf di ea " a the an maly
cur und r natural nditi n
fig. 7
and
) . The al
born fr m the
c w f d lupin r I ad ep r t Iy w re
all full-t rm and n rmal.
Th
in rh
lupin

6). Th

n

inter cri n

f a min ral and

Fig. 5 . Heifer with
a permanent
plastic rumen fistula
apparatus for
experimental feeding
of poisonous plants

Fig . 6. Feeding a cow poisonous
plants through a permanent rumen
fistula apparatus

Fig . 7 . Two-day-old calf showing
head, neck, and right front leg twisted.
Its mother was fed 1 pound of L. sericeus
and 5 milligrams of lead acetate per
kilogram of body weight daily from the
56th to the 11 5th day of gestation

Fig . 8 . New-born calf that died during parturition with most all the joints in the
body fixed in flexed position. Note the contraction of the elbow and knee joints. The
neck, back, and tail were also flexed to th e- right side of the body. Its mother had been
fed 1h pound of Lupinus sericeus and 5 milligrams of lead acetate per kilogram of
body weight daily from the first to the 120th day of gestation

AMINO ACIDS IN NUTRITION
Lysine

JAY

Valine

Isoleucine

NH2

I

CH -CH-CH-COOH
3

I

OH

Threonine

AND E R SON

than a century ago G. J.
Mulder, a Dutch physiological
chemist, wrote, "In both plams and
animals a substance is contained, which
is produced within the former, and is
imparted through their food to the
latter. To both, its uses are numberless.
Ie is unquestionably the most importam of all known substances in the
organic kingdom. Without it no life
appears possi b le on our planet.
Through its means the chief phenomena of life are produced."

M

Leucine

O.

ORE

The substance Mulder referred to
was protein. Since that time sciemists
have repeatedly demonstrated that proteins play a part in all of the activities of living matter. Many of the substances which function in forming the
basic structural pares of the cell or
organism coma in protein. The enzymes, which catalyze most of the
chemical reactions essential for normal cell function, are proteins. M yosin, the protein of muscle, has the
ability to contract and produce movememo Hemoglobin in animals, or some
similar protein, functions in carrying
oxygen to the tissues. Some hormones
which regulate metabolic processes are
proteins, as are the antibodies produced by organisms to counteract certain harmful agents. Viruses, which
are responsible for many diseases 10
living organisms, are proteins.
Proteins made up of amino acids
Protein is the most abundant substance other than water in the composition of most animals. Each protein molecule is composed of many
atoms. The complex proteins can be

•
DR. JAY O. ANDERSON is professor of
poultry husbandry. He is in charge of the research in poultry nutrition.

hydrolyzed to produce simpler units
known as ami no acids. About 25 different amino acids are found in the
proteins of animals. All of these contain the elements carbon, hydrogen,
oxygen and nitrogen. The amino acids
cystine and methionine comain sulfur;
iodine is found in thyroxi ne produced
in the thyroid gland. Each amino
acid has an amino group, -NH 2, and a
carboxyl group, -COOH, attached to
the same carbon atom. In protein a
bond is formed between the carboxyl
group f one amino acid and the
amino group of another with the elimination of one molecule of water.
CH J

0

0

I

II

II

CH J -CH·CH 2·CH·C-OH + H 2N.CH 2·C-OH

I

NH2
leucine

glycine

~ CH J

0

I

II

II

CH J -CH-CH 2-CH-C-NH-CH 2-C-OH + H 20

I

NH2
leucyl-glycine

water

A protein can be considered to be a
long chain of these individual amino
acids joined by this "peptide" bond.
Not aU proteins contain all of the
amin acids; each has a characteristic number of certain amino acids, and
these are found in a definite sequence
in the chain.
Food consumed by nonruminants
must provide the protein needed to
maintain the life of the animal and for
any growth that is taking place. The
proteins of foods are not used as they
are found in the diet, but are first
broken down into amino acids by the
process of digestion. After absorption
these are used to build the animal's
body proteins. This synthesis requires
all of the amino acids in the protein.
H we er not all of these must be provided in the diet before protein syn-
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thesis can take place. Animals have the
ability to build some of the amino
acids from other substances. In most
cases only compounds which are normal intermediates in carbohydrate or
fat metabolism and the amino group
from another amino acid are needed.
Others cannot be made by the animal
r the production is too slow to keep
up with the needs. These amino acids
are termed "indispensable" or "essential." They are:

NH2

I

HCH-COOH
Glycine

j2

Leucine

Histidine

<:::::>CH2 -CH-COOH

Isoleucine

Lysine

Valine

Arginine

Phenylalanine

Threonine

Tryptophan

M thionine &
cystine

Phenylalanine &
tyrosine

i2

HO<:::::>CH2 -CH-COOH
Tyrosine

Cystine

Arginine is an ess ntial amino acid
for chickens turkeys, and at least some
fish. Mammals have the ability to
make this amino acid, consequently,
it is not essential tbat it be fed to them.

f2

H3C--S--CH2 -CH 2 -CH-COOH
Methionine

Methionine and cystine are two separate amino acids, but they behave
som what as one in animal nutrition.
Only methionine is essential; cystine
can be made by the animal. The animal uses the sulfur atOm in methionine
t do this. The need for both amino
acids can be met by feeding methionine alone, but most food prOteins do
not c ntain enough methionine to
satisfy the need for bOth. So for practical purposes bOth are needed in the
diet. When an excess of cystine is
found it cannot be used to make methionine. A similar relation is found betwe n phenylalanine and tyrosine'
phenylalanine is the ess ntial amino
acid of this pair. An oxygen atOm is
added to the phenylalanine molecule
to make tyr sine.

The amino acids which can be made
by the animal are termed "dispensable
or "nonessential." Those that have been
studied most in nutrition experiments
are :
Glycine
Glutamic acid

Aspartic acid
Serine

Proline

Alanine

Hydroxyproline
Other amino acids are found in proteins of animals, but probably are nonessential. Several kinds of laboratory
animals will grow well when fed rations in which all of the protein is
provided as a mixture of the 19 listed
amino acids.
Classifying an amino acid as essential or nonessential is somewhat arbitrary. It is usually done in terms of the
effect on some physiological response
in the animal of omitting the amino
acid from an otherwise complete diet.
The classification depends on the kind
of animal and its age. The one given
in this paper is based mainly on experiments with young animals using rate
of weight gain as the main criterion of
adequacy. When any single essential
amino acid is omitted from an otherwise complete diet, weight gain stOps
or becomes negative and the animal
may eventually die as a result of the
omission. When one of the nonessential amino acids is removed from the
diet growth continues, although the
rate may be less than that noted when
the amino acid is present.
Even when an animal has reached
maturity and is not gaining weight,
protein is required in the diet. Most
of the proteins of the body are constantly being broken down and rebuilt.
In these processes some of the amino
acids are lost through excretion or used
in other reactions in which they take
part. All of the amino acids can be
oxidized and used as sources of energy.
Normally oxidation of fats and carbohydrates supplies most of the energy
needed, and oxidation of amino acids
is held to a minimum. During periods
of fasting more amino acids are oxidized to supply energy. Some of the
enzymes produced by the animal which
enable it to digest food are nOt recovered and must be replaced. The growth
of hair and replacement of the body
covering require prOtein.
( Continrted on page 54 )
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One of the loco weedl, Altragalus
pubentilSimuI, from the Uinta Balin.
This common plant il poilonoul to all
cla"es of liveltock. Note the hairy,
curved pods

False hellebore, Veratrum californicum, il the
plant cauling monkey face in lambl. Thil
species is a member of the lily family. It is a
common sight in mountain meadows

Austrian fieldcress, Rorippa
austriaca, was introduced into
this country from the
Medit.... ranean region. It was
recently found in Sevier County,
but should be eradicated before
it becomes eltablished

ARTHUR

H.

The intermountain herbarium
offers many services
HOLMGREN

HE dictionary d fines an herbarium as "a c 11 ction of dried and
pressed p cimens of plants usu Jly
m unt d r otherwise prepared f r
permanent preservari n and systematically arranged." The Intermountain Herbarium at Utah State University contains more than 100000 plant
specimens that have be n c 11eCted
vee the years identified, das ified
and filed in cases in a sYSt matic and
univer al system used in rnaj r herbaria thr ugh ut the world. A few
of these specimens were collected as
early as 1840 and are rill in a perfect state of preservation. Most of the
plants represent speci s collected 10
the Intermountain Region.

T

New plants continually being added
Only one thing is certain after more
than thirty years of systematic collecting. Our herbarium still does not contain specimens of all flowering plants
growing spontaneously in the Intermountain Region. We find new weed
introductions from time to time, or we
discover plants known from ocher
areas and collected here for the first
time, thus giving us what we call
"range extensions." Or we may find a
plant that is new to science, a species
that has never been named and described. Most extensive field trips may
be expeCted co turn up one or more of
these new records; so the task of doing
field work is s emingly without end.

An invento1'Y of plant species
What is the value of aU these plant
specimens? They represent a considerable investment. Their uses are many.

•
ARTHUR H. HOLMGREN is a ssociate- professor
of botany and curator of the Intermountain
Herba rium.
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First of all the herbarium is an inventOry f the plant resources of our area.
The specimens furnish proof of the
sp ci s found in our flora. Carefully
identified sp cimens become compararive material in identifying plants.
These specimens are also important as
teaChing material co students in agronomy, b tany, range management, or
th r related fields. Loans of certain
groups of plants are made to other institutions and co scientists engaged in
monographic studies. Likewise, we
fren find it necessary to borrow specimens for Ur studies from one or mOre
institutions in the country.
Herbarium specimens become the
cornerstone of different types of bocanical publications. Two publications of
importance to farmers and ranchers in
Urah are WEEDS OF UTAH and IMPORTANT POISONOUS PLANTS OF
UTAH. Specimens in the Inte.rmountain Herbarium give documented evidence that the species included in
these studies are found in our area.
Our most important objective continues to be the writing and illustrating
for the publication entitled THE ILLUSTRATED FLORA OF THE INTERMOUNTAIN REGION. This work will
include keys illustrations, and descriptions of aU vascular plants known
to occur in the Intermountain Region.
The plant specimens on file in the Intermountain Herbarium will determine most of the nearly five thousand
species included in the publication.

Identification service
of economic value
The identification service of the herbarium staff is important and may be
of considerable economic value. We
are often asked to identify a plant suspected as being poisonous to some

class of livestock. This entails considerable responsibility as financial losses
may be averted by a right answer.
Accurate identification of noxious
weeds can bring about early and successful control measures before these
plants become established and widespread. Two important poisonous
plants from Idaho ranges were recently identified for Dr. Wayne Binns of
the U. S. Agricultural Research Service who is working on poisonous plants
and parasitic diseases of livestock.
False hellebore (Veratrum califo1'nicum Dur.) has proved to be the plant
causing the disorder in lambs known
as monkey face. A less severe condition in new-born calves called crooked
leg is caused by a lupine (LtV/Jinus).
Costly livestock losses in the Uinta
Basin have been due to a plant identified as Astragalus pubentissimus T. &
G., one of the loco weeds. These are
but a few of many examples where
the identification services of the herbarium has been of economic value in
the first phase of research in poisonous
plant problems.
Numerous noxious weeds have been
identified since the Intermountain
Herbarium was established. Two recent examples here are squarrose knapweed. (Centaurea virgata Lam. var.
sqtta1'1'osa (Willd.) Boiss.) and Austrian fieldcress (Rorippa austriaca
(Crantz) Bess.) . Control measures
started soon after a species is introduced into an area have a good chance
for success, and further dissemination
of the species may be prevented.
Identification of the species is always the first step in any research work
on plants. In this area also the Intermountain Herbarium is continuing to
be important in numerous ways to
many people.
41
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farm er and ranch rs
c nsid r tW que cion every
eim eh y mak a de j ion. Firsc will
ch pr p d a ei n return more income than it c t? Will it pay?
cnd will th pr p ed acti n return
m re inc me than any ocher acci n f r
which rhe car
re urce could be
penr? Will it P~y most? f the an wer
to rh fir t que ti n i y
then profit
are exp t d t in rae b cau e of a
d i intO aCt. If the an wer t the
ec nd qu ti n i also ye , the action
will bring th gr at t p ibl increase
10
pr fit
fr m che alternaci es
a ailabl .
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Since most ranchers have limited capital,
choice among paying practices must be
made. How can they decide which
practices pay most?
N.

KEITH

ROB E R T S

n tw

i ye.

What adju troeoc can be made n
pri at Iy wn d land t in rea e pr fit ? Farm r and rancher ha e hown
time and time again that nature can b
impro d up n. Iocr duced new crop
van t1 and impr v d Ii cock breed
a weU as th r iocen i e management
practice in r a d agricultural ucput
per unie f a11 inpucs almo t 75 percent
b ewe n 1910 and 1960 and about 22
perceoc in the d cade of the 195 ' .
During the arne d cade farm utput
per acre increa ed .b ut 26 perc nt.
Imen i
managern at re ulting in
rn r ueput per unit of land and labor
input is expected to c minue in the
futu! . Ranching i still a r latively
exten i e typ
f agriculture. Opportunid f r further increa es in ranch

•
DR. N. KEITH ROBERTS is associate professor
of agricultural economics.
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OUtput per unit of input need t be examined by ranchers.

W ill range and meadow
impro ement pay?
Research evidence enc uraging some
types of range improvements is growing. A smdy which tested f ur meadow
land improvement intensities was concluded in 1960 in Nevada (Fulcher).
When impr vements consisted of leveling, draining, rese ding, ferti lizati n
controlled irrigation, and well development, annual forage producti n increased almost 3.4 ton per acre with
the annual return n the inv stment
amounting t 27.7 percent wh n forage
was pric d at 20 per ton. For meadow land improved a b fore except
no well d Jopment f rag production increa ed ab Ut 2.3 t ns per
acre an when priced at 20 p r t n
returned annually 39.1 percent on the
investment. When improvements consisted of contr lled irrigation, limited
drainage, reseeding, fertilization, and
partial leveling, forage production increased about 2 tons per acre returning
65.7 percent on the investment. When
the only improvement practice was to
change from wild flooding to controlled irrigation, forage yields increased about .58 tons per acre and
returned nearly 293 percent on the investment.
These data, which came from operating ranches, suggest that profits increased rapidly but at a decreasing rate
as improvement expenditures increased. Also, the return to improvement capital in each alternative studied
was far above the market rate of interest for capital indicating a profitable
venture, or compared with off-ranch
use of capital, meadow impr vement
was more profitable.
Unfortunately, many ranchers d not
have meadow land of the type studied
in Nevada. How will privately owned
rangeland respond ro more intensive
management? The Utah Station (Lloyd
and Cook) has published informati n
on reseeding. Ranges in western Utah
FOR
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with a carrying capacity of approximately 10 acres per animal unit month
(AUM) were reseeded with crested
wheatgrass. The carrying capacity for
seeded areas studied rose to an average
f 3.8 acres per AUM. Yearling steer
and heifer gains on unseeded ranges
averaged 1.2 pounds per day, whereas
on seeded range nearly 2 pounds per
day. If a rancher has the type of private range that responds to reseeding
instead of 10 AUM's of forage on 100
acres he would have slightly more than
26 AUM's of forage with considerably
more marketable product. When response ro seeding is as indicated above
100 acres of improved private range
could replace 16 AUM's during the
as n formerly obtained from unimpr ved public range. This adjustment
w uld c mpensate for the loss of about
160 acres of public rangeland.
In range areas studied in Idaho
(Caron) where reseeding was practical from a physical standpoint, the
r turn to the required capital was considerably higher than the market rate
of interest. Thus, for the conditions
under which the study was made, reseeding paid.

A recent study of northwestern
Colorado ranches (Gardner) indicated
that on the average reseeding returned
15 percent on reseeding investment,
9.5 percent on sagebrush spraying investment, and 4.8 percent on sagebrush
beating investment. Only the latter
practice was questionable in competition with external uses of capital.
Researchers in New Mexico (Pingey and Dortignac) discovered that
dearing sagebrush and seeding crested
wheatgrass where physically feasible
could increase the carrying capacity
from 70 acres ro 2.5-7 acres per animal month of grazing. Annual forage
production increased from 50 pounds
of native grass per acre to 600-1400
pounds per acre. Average cow gains
per day increased from 1.3 pounds per
head on native range to 2-4.3
pounds on reseeded range. Daily gains
of calves increased from 1.1 pounds to
2.2 - 2.3 pounds. Where crested wheatgrass could be grazed intensively
at 2 to 3 acres per animal unit month,
returns to capital investment over native range use increased 23.65 per
animal unit for a cow-calve operation
(Continued on page 56)

Table 1. Highest paying meadow improvement program for a 1,000 meadow-ocr. ranch with
limited capital of $2,000 (illustration)·

Investment
alternative

Investment
per
acre

Increase Increase
Acres
in
in
improved forage
total
per
production pro$2,000 per acre duction

Increase
in ranch
returns
Ie"
Price harvesting
per
costs
ton
added

dollars

percent

809

26.73

40

20

1025

16.73

51

98

20

1652

13.67

82

481

16

7081

2.14

354

dollars dollars

dollars

number

tons

tons

146.84

14

3.37

47

20

leveling, reseeding, d raining,
fertilization,
controlled
irrigation

75.44

27

2.31

62

Controlled irrigation,
limited drainage
fertilization, planting
improved species, and
partial leveling

4 1.57

48

2.05

2.41

830

.58

leveling, re.eeding, draining, fertilization, controlled
irrigation, and
well development

Controlled irrigation
only

Annual
Return
costs
per
on inacre vestment

'" Basic data came from Glenn D. Fulcher, Economics of meadow improvement in northern Nevada.
Nev. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 215, Dec. 1960.
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LARGE number of h rmon ha e
b en u ed xperimentally in an
att mpt to under tand reproductive
pr ce
better with the h pe that
ulrimately the pr e e can b c ncr II d and modified t make p ible
reat rand m re efficient pr ducti n.

On of the pha
of r producti n
rhar would eem imporrant to c ntr I
and on which c n iderable re arch ha
been d n i hear r the time rhe f mal
ill mate.
ntrol f rhe rim f
maring w uld c orrol al
[he rime
rhar rhe y un are b rn. A h rr nin
f rhe period mighr d cr a e I b r
more uniform
c t and al pr id
gr up f animal for f eding or f r
ale. Animal c uld b bred to gi e
birrh r y ung in
ral gr up rath r
rhan all ar ne rim
aorage of faciliti
p rhap change in pric .
rim
f maring al 0 facilitate arrificial in minarion in b f catrIe and
h ep.
Ir i n [ nly n ce ary [ c ntrol
h ar howe er bur al 0 t c ntr
ularion. Ir i nee ary for rhe
rwo
Time of mating can be controlled in
groups of cattle by proper use of
hormones
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e enes ro ccur r g rher if ferrilizari n
r take place.
R earch c nducr d here and at
rher rari n indicar
rhar pr g r rone a ex hormone, can be u ed t
bring ab ur rh e d ired effect in
gr up of breeding f mI. Bur rher
me indicari n fr m xperii al 0
menrs c mpl ted ar
rah rar rhar
er eff Ct can d I p which
b detrim neal t f rrility. T
a
a pr p r und r tanding f
rhe u
f the h rm nand th acc mpanying m n g m ne practic
nece ary.

Experiments

011.

me of progesterOtle

The d gr e r which pr ge t r n
ffecri e in ynchr nizing h ar 10
gr up
f he p ha b n rudied by
rhe rah rari n f r th pa r
eral
year. In rhr e diff r ne xp rim ne
10 milligram
f pr g t r ne diI ed in c rn il w inj cted daily
f r 17 day and th rime wa al u1 r d fr m rh I r in j cti n f pr ge rer ne that in th treated grou p

•
DR. WARREN C. FOOTE, assistant professor of
animal husbandry, has been a member of
the- staff since 1958. He (eceived his doctorate from the University of Wisconsin .

xp rim nt tari tical analy i indicat d thar pr g ter n had a real eff cr in de r a ing th
ariati n in the
rim r quir d f r th ew t c m in
hat. Th
numb r
f animal 101 ed and th range in day [hat
the animal h
h wn
in tabl

1.

Whar
b happ ning
wa rhat
10
ffecr wa
r tting the timing mechani m f r
rhat th y w re yn
h r in w
niz d r tend d t ccur t
rher.
al
imp rrane and ine re ting t
that wh r th animal were n r

hr It i
n te
br d
at the Eir r h ar afrer rhe admini rrati n f pr g
n but w re all we
r c mpl t up t tw m r cycl
thre h at
rh y r main d ynchrnJZ
at I a r within rhe limit f indi idual animal ariati n. Thi In Jcar thar th
h nge in rim
f h at
wa p rman ne an abn rmaliti
In
h t b ha i r did n t
ur.
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U se of progesterone
to control reproduction
in farm animals
WAR R E N

C.

F0 0 T E

The hormone progesterone can be used to cause
groups of females to show heat in a period of
approximately four days or less compared to a period
of nearly three weeks in animals not treated.
This makes it possible to control the time the young
are born for purposes of management and to
facilitate artificial insemination. To get this result,
however, each animal must be iniected daily for
approximately the length of the heat cycle. The
animals continue to cycle together for at least three
heat periods after treatment. It may be necessary
to breed at the second heat after treatment rather than
the first to avoid the possibility of temporarily
lowered fertility due to treatment.

H eat accompanied by

0

lIlation

are d rail d dara were a1
brain d r d r rmin if h at had be n
cc mpani d by vulari n an if th
a had b n f niliz d. Inf rmarion
n
ulari n wa
brain d by u
f
urgery in which th
arie
f th
e
xamin d or the animal
were laughter d and rh r pr du ri e
rracr r m ed. In ery ca
ulari n
had ccurr d and rh
an app ar d
r b funcri ning normally.
did n

t

Rate of fertilization
An rh r qu ri n rhar n
ed t b
an w r d wa wh rher th rate f f rIn th
an-

ar
rhe chance f r f nilizari n ar dcrea d in rr red ew wh n bred th
fir t heat afrer proge r r n inj cti n.
T study thi further ew w r diided inr f ur gr up' thre of the
r up wer inj cced with pr g ter n
and the f urth u ed a a conrr 1. Th
fir t tr at d r up wa br d t f nil
ram the fir t h ar afr r injecti n th
c nd tr at d r up a br d at th
c nd h t afcer inj cti nand th
third at th third hear. Th c nrr 1
( Con tintted

011,

pa e 53)

Experimental results with sheep
indicate that proper use of hormones
in controlling heat can improve
reproductive efficiency
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1847, when Cyrus McCormick
was juSt begi nn ing to sell a thousand reapers a year from his factory in
Chicago, Major Howard R. Egan could
confide to his diary in Salt Lake Valley
"Friday, August 6th .. . Hosea Cush-

I

N

•
DR. BRIGHAM D. MADSEN is assistant professor of history. Before coming to Utah State
last fall he had taught at both the University
of Utah and the Brigham Young Univenity.
He received his doctor's degree from the
University of California. His special interest
is the history of Western United States.
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CHANGING PATTERNS
IN UTAH AGRICULTURE
1950-1960
B R IG HAM

D.

MAD SEN

1980

ing made a hay rake tOday." T his was
just thirteen days after the original
Mormon pioneers had ended their
overland journey and already Yankee
ingenuity was at work to provide machinery so that Great Basin farmers
could sit down and ride at some of
their tasks.
From then until now, Utah farmers have kept pace with the agricultural revolution going on in the rest
of the United States. The coming of
the railroad in 1869 and the opening
of mines speeded the process by offering new markets outside the state.
And more recently, since 1940, auto-

mation and the population boom have
rapidly changed [he complexion of
Utah farming.

Fewer b1tt larger farms
In the series of graphs presented
here some f the shifting patterns in
Utah s agriculture are highlighted and
brought into focus. The increase in
total state populati n especially since
World War II emphasizes the importance of the new missile industry to
Utah. At the same time, the decline
in rural population indicates how rapid
has been the shift t large-scale farming. For while total farm acreage has
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per hour for the American farmer is
about 80 cents and that 53 percent of
American farmers produce onJy 8 percent of the crops, the trend to larger
farms in Utah is even more understandable. The increased efficiency of
farmi ng methods can also be seen in
these figures : in 1870, one farmer in
America produced enough to feed 5
people; in 1940, 11 people; and by
1960, 26 people.
One infl uence which may result in
more farms of three acres and under is

shot up swiftly, the number of people
engaged in tilling those acres has decreased.
From a peak of 27,159 Utah farms
in 1930, the agricultural census shows
a drop co 17,811 farms in 1960. As
consolidation takes place under the
pressures of increased mechanization
and reduced profits, farms under 500
acres are declining while those above
are increasing in number, particularly
the Jarger ones over 1,000 acres. When
it is considered that the average wage
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the increased leisure time which industrial workers are getting as the work
week is shortened. Such small truck
and dairy farms are now a part of the
agricultural picture along the Wasatch
frone in Utah.
One of the problems paralleling the
decrease in the number of farms and
farmers is the shift in political power
which is taking place. The urban elemene has long agitated for a reapportionment of senacors and represenea-
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Total·expenditures for comme rcial fertilizers
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pre ure generated by eryday e em normally mak it impractical to de ore any time to "taking rock." But 1962 i n e a normal
year. It marks the centennial ob ervaei n f the funding f th land
gram college and uni er ities. Thu it
eem a logical time to chroniel pa t
acc mpli hment e a 1 u ate curr nt
trend and amicipate future p temial
a they apply to plant cience re earch
at the Utah Agricultural xperimem
tation.
H

As a nation we daily reap untold
b n fit from the irnpre ive fruit f
re earch that ha e been de eloped 0 er
the years at numerou in titutions
acro the land. The a erage C1 tiz n
tend to take thi ituari n for grant d
and only the most pectacular accompli hmenr are heralded in the popular
pre s. orne of the les publicized rearch howe er prof undly affect the
f od we at the cl the
e wear and
the future we bc .
ciemists from the Agricultural Experim at tari n and the U. . Agricultural Res arch er ice at Utah tat
ni er ity ha e made nOtable comributions in many field . Thi i particularly true in the plam ciences.

ome past accomplishments
ew plant varietie generally originate in ans er to some p cific need
- disea e resi tance higher production rat
more desirable proc sing
qualitie in ect resi tance. As a re ule
rn t of the crop arietie grown only

o

WAR 0

B.

PEE

Relief that a d the indu try then but
which ha long since be n replaced by
further impro ed arieties both in di ea e resistance and bread making quality-Cache Wasatch and now D lmar.
Among other new crop varietie
c min from Utah are: Alpine Velon Bonne ill W oeo Custer and
Vale barleys· ron at· Uinta alfalfa
erticiIlium wilt resi tant Mo cow and
L ran BI d romat
YeHow and
White weet pan ish onion
ush lima bean .
Loran Blood and V-R M co tomaro s Ielea ed in 1953 are now
grown almo t xclu i ely in the c mmercial fields and ha e aved the tomaro indu try from the ra ag
f ertidllium wilt. A new curly-top re i tant tomat
in the final br eding
tage.
The tati n plant breeding pr gram is supplemented by an exten i
evaluation of field crop fruit flow-

•
DR. HOWARD B. PETERSON is professor and
head of the Department of Agronomy .

2

S0

25 years ago ha been r placed by arietie that offer more to both the
pr duc r and the con urner.
In 1931 our plant breeder re ponded ucce sfully when the dryland wh at
industry wa threatened by smut di ea e. They de eloped a variety named
48

Upper picture, Rese<:lrchers analyze
fresh and processed fruits and vegetables
to determine quality changes in
processing. Second from top, Dr. Bryce
N. Wadley examines virus-infected
cherry trees in the greenhouse. Second
from bot1om, Grazing animals are studied
on the range to determin& the nutritive
value of range plants. Bottom picture,
Saving our timber resources from the
ravages of insects and diseases receives
major attention of r&searchers in forestry .

er shrub and egetable. By checking ho well crop that ha e been d eloped el ewhere are adapted to tah
c ndirion
cientist
a
indi idual
grower the co cly proc s of ding
theif own e aluation .
Another related acti icy ha

been

the painstaking collection, identification and preservation of plants from
the entire Intermountain Region. The
Intermountain Herbarium at USU has
earned the reputation of being an outstanding and reliable source of such
information.
Many serious insect problems threatening the crops of the state have been
successfully s Ived by Utah entomologists. Among their m st outstanding
accomplishments have been: 1) the
discovery identification description of
the biology and control of the alfalfa weevil and 2 ) the discovery that lygus bugs injure alfalfa and reduce seed
yields f Howed by the development
f ways t contr I these insects.
Curly t p caused serious I sses to
the sugar beet industry before the turn
of the century and resulted in the
aband nment of several refineries in
Utah and Idaho. The disease also affected ther crops. E. D. Ball identified
the beet leafhopper in 1906 as the dise carrier and initiated a study on its
biology and c ntrol. Other entomologists n the campus later ascertained
the factors that influence the migration of the leafhopper from the main
breeding gr unds in Arizona, Ne ada
and southern California and from local
breeding gr unds to adjacent cultivated cr ps. During these investigations,
tests were developed to determine the
pr portion of virus-carrying leafhoppers in a population. Accurate predictions can now be made early in the
spring as ro how serious the curly tOP
problem will be during the growing
season. Great benefits to growers and
pr cess rs of sugar beets, tomatoes
beans and cucumbers have come from
these findings. Important progress has
been made in developing varieties of
crops resistant t curly tOp.
Viru di ease arrack many four
culti ated plants. L sses from such disa es have been c nsiderable, particularly am ng rchard growers. Ad ances
ha e been made by ur irologists in
accurately identifying such diseases as
western-x of peaches and stem pitting
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of apples, and in recommending control measures.
Weeds are a major problem on our
farms and ranges, and in some forests.
Investigators have evolved satisfactory
herbicidal concrol treatments for most
of the common weeds that occur in
sweet corn peas snapbeans, asparagus
lima beans, and carrots. Cultural practices combined with the use of chemicals have proved an efficient way to
control weeds in many other field
crops. Fundamental studies on halogeton have provided an understanding of
the nature and behavior of this widespread range weed, and have made
evaluations of herbicides for its c ntrol more meaningful. Experiments on
summer ranges have showed that
spraying wyethia with the proper herbicide can result in forage production
increases as great as 300 percent.
Vast acreages in Utah are used mainly as rangeland. Scientists have carried
OUt extensi e research programs over
the years trying to determine how
range productivity can be increased.
Basic relationships of range plants t
their environment have been investigated and related ro the production f
forage. The forage values of different
plants for various animal species have
been calculated by using specially developed techniques.
Forage production on the springgrazed foothill ranges is particularly
critical since it must maincain lactating
animals. When such ranges are seeded
to recommended grass species, lambing percentages are often 17 to 20 percent higher and lamb gains may be as
much as 6 to 8 pounds higher. Scientists have found that by seeding crested wheatgrass on foothill ranges, early
spring (April 1 to June 1 ) nutrients
can be greatly increased. Intermediate
wheatgrass has proved better than any
ther grass in meeting animal needs in
late spring and early summer. By seeding deteriorated foothill ranges to recommended species forage yields per
acre may be increased five times.
Research on irrigated pastures has

produced noteworthy results. High
producing pasture mixtures have been
developed that respond to proper fertilization, irrigation, and grazing. Specific recommendations can now be
made for mixtures for most of the
widely varying soil and climatic conditions that exist in Utah.
The Nephi Dryland Field Station
was established in 1903 and is the oldest dryland station in North America.
Investigations have included crop adaptation trials cereal variety testing forage tests, grass seed production, tillage
trials, cereal arietal testing fertility
experiments rotation studies, and rate
and depth of seeding tests.
Much research activity in the past
has been devoted to production studies on field crops forages, and vegetables. In the 1930's it was found that
many crops such as alfalfa and sugar
beets could not obtain enough phosphorus from soils. Soil supplies were
insoluble and therefore unavailable t
the plant. It was experimentally determined that applying a water-soluble
fertilizer would solve the problem.
Along this same general line the importance of achieving proper balance
among such factors as fertility, soil
moisture, and crop rotation, has been
emphasized in numerous trials at our
field stations.
This abbreviated sampling of past
research may help establish an understanding of the foundation upon which
we are building today.
Cttrrent research

Current research is more generally
concerned with the basic problems of
plant life· the study of the cell, its
growth and nutrition· phorosynthesis·
and the nature of the gene and how it
controls inheritance. We can here
mention only a few examples.
We ha e a major center for the
study of the basic nature of viruses
methods for their ultimate control
and the biological changes that the
viruses induce in host plants. Special
methods are being perfected whereby
49

Otto Rie thmann obse rving cyclam e n f rom crosses
he has mad e

Dr. Wade Dew ey ch ecki ng d isease resistance
in w inter wheat plots

o

th bioch mi try of the inf cti n pr cin Ii ing ti u can b det rmined. Curr nt w rk may mak It
p ible to pr duc
iru material in
a cell-free medium. Fundamental r earch uch a thi can ha e far r aching Hecr e n b yond th plant
cience.
The ba ic cytOgenetics f div r
gra
p cie i bing expl red. By
learning about chr m me m rpholgy and b havi r in variou speci s
d termining the ext nt f cr
fertility among diff rent sp cie and examining actual characteri tic
f hybrids cienti tS may be b tter able to
an wer future demand f r gra e to
me t certain produCtion p cifications.
A part of the e fundamental tudi s
quackgra ha b en cro d ith cr ted wheatgra s, and the characteri tic
and b ha i r f ub qu nt generation
are bing foll wed.
A major coop rati e eff rt ha b en
iniciat d to determine what fundam ntaJ factOr in flu nc eecl production by
ariou commercial plant typ . The
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Dr. W. S. Boyle checks details on a pressed grass sp ecimen with the artist who is
preparing drawings for a book on the floro of the area

im ra ti n am ng
il moi ture 1 I, plam p pulati n
nei hb rin
plant and in Ct p llinatOr are all
bing in e cigated by a team f i nming ariou di cipline .
Th y r trying t d termin f
ampl why n
r w r pr duc 200
p und
f alfalfa
d p r acr
hile
an th r g t 1000 pound' an why a
gi en field will pr duce only 100
p und
ne year but perhap 900
p und th next.
The phy i logy f many w ed uch
dodd r hal getOn timb r milk
etch and canada thi de i bing
tudied. uch con ern a the a onal
di tributi n f alkal id in tall larkspur and the effect f differ m herbiide n th e alkal id are bein dtermined. p cial empha is i being
hecking th effect of h rbin u plam but xp rimem
cher range and fi ld
weed
being pursued.
ugar b et nucrition i under rudy.
any of ur pre em cultural practice
tend t increa e ch tOcal yield of b et
per acre but not the ugar yield.
ciemi t ar trying to combine high
tOnnage of beets wich high ugar percentage.
Proper u e of rangeland ba ed on
ciemific informati n i more imp rtane than e er. Vari u degree of
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herbage r m al are being tudi d t
d termin cheir ffecr n indi idu I
plane and
rall forage producci n. Fact r uch a ineen ity time
and rei ti e fr qu ncy f grazing are
being m ured in term of tOtal f rage pr duc d plane r pr ducti e pr cand length of life of the plane .
Inf rmati n i al 0 being
u ht n
palatability dige tibility ffect of f rcilizing and u efulne
f
ariou
herbicid
hould permit
ci nei t t
rec mmendation f r preferred u e praccic
n p cific range .

Drs. R. L. Smith (agronomy), H. H. Wiebe
(botany), and D. R. Walker (horticulture)
cooperate in studies of minor element
deficiencies of trees and shrubs.
He re they a re working on a tree
treated for iron chlorosis

Alfalfa and ther pa cure plane are
under in e tigaci n. Impr ed
m nag m ne techniqu c mbined with
ne
arieci may r ult in in rea ed
ed di a e and in Ct
n d bl at hazard.
al

accemi n i
being
gi en t
afflower a relaci ely new
cr p in tah. Differene varietie inc rp rate diff rene c mbinacion f d irable characteri tic. The qualici
ught are: high il percentage rei tance to r t rot re i tance t ru t
and high yield pOteneial. Plam breeder and path logi t are trying to combin the e characteri tic im vari tie
that can b grown under irrigacion.
Wheat c minu to be the subject f
much xperimemacion. A hard red

Dr. G. W. Cochran and advanced
student5 study viruses in the
laboratory

Sl

re earch activirie and mak ra n bly
accurate pr diction of hat will c me
from th m in the way f ci ntific a compli hm nes. Bm no ne can foret 11 the exact nacur of fu ture r earch.
The de elopment of e er mar effi cient c chnique and equipment d
h wp ortend phenomenal pr gre
e er and we can at lea t p culat a t
it general direction.
Alma t certainly future r arch
will del e till m re deeply into th
fundamental of plant life and b ha ior. Rath r than 10 king prim cily
for practical an wer to pr ing pr blem we are likely to be more and
more concerned ith the ba ic r a n
behind the re ult .

Radioactive materials and marked insects are> used to study problems of seed production.
Here is a marked alkali bee, found to be one of our most valuable pollinators of alfalfa

pring wheat grown under irrigation
that can be u ed for bread flour i
being developed. Hard red winter
wheat that will pos e sought-after
qualities are in the making. Several
high-yielding semi - dwarfs that are
considered promising are in advanced
tages of development.
Cultural practices such as fertilization, irrigation and weed contr I as
they apply to vari us fruit egetable
and field crops are being e aluated
in terms of yield quality and preseration of tbe ultimate product. Closely
a socia ted with crop de elopment and
production is our current fa d technology work. Preser adon by irradiation
or dehydration comparative nutriti e
alues and promising new uses of
fruits and egetables are subjects of
research endeavors.
Foresters have dealt mainly with
management problems in past years.
Only recently has basic forestry research been initiated. At present the
pinyon-juniper forest type is being in-
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tensi ely in estigated since this type
predominates over much of Utah's forsted lands. It appears that the pinyon
is well adapted to the Christmas tree
market while juniper holds up well
a fencepost material. Attempts are
al 0 being made to disco er way to
regenerate effecti ely and inexpensi ely natural stands f timber-type tree
in Utah despite adverse climatic
conditions.
at all our effort howe er i directed toward the production of food
feed or fiber. Many flowers and ornamentals als are being produced for
use in parks and ar und the home.
orne of these may be seen at the
Farmington Field Station. A breeding
program is well under way for the
de elopment of new strains of p nternan and cyclamen.

The itttitre otttiook
We can look to the past and note
ignificant strides tak n in pushing
back the barriers of ignorance in the
plant science. We can asse s pre nt

It eem rea onable to expect anwer to que cions such a the f 11
ing to be forthcoming in the years
ahead. What are viruses? How do they
repr duce ? By what m chani m do
they affect the plant? H w d
alt
in the soil perate to aff Ct ad er ely
the physiology of plane cells? What
can tituents of a gi en ariery of crop
make it resistane to di a
and by
what mechanisms? H w do defi i nci s
and excesses of given ions and c mpounds in the soil affect plants?
Other problems which seem in urmountable with the kn wledge at
hand hould yield to science in the future as additional facts about plane life
are learned. We should be able to deelop alfalfa and do ers that can b
grazed withom bloat hazard to the animals. We should be able to bre d
plam that ha e tolerance to tho e pollutams that cannot be removed or pr emed from invading the air and
water. We should be able to de elop
plams that are more efficiem us r of
water than those now gr wn.
Population increase in Utah particularly along the Wa atch front will
certainly imensify existing competition for land and water in the state
within even the immediately for eeable future. Such comperiti n i n t
limited to the use of th s r urces
f r food production, water yield
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highways, homes, and industrial complexes. Their potential as a source of
recreation is attracting growing attention in Utah and elsewhere. Scientists
of many disciplines must make a major and concerted effort to evolve more
efficient ways to use available land
and water resources for crop production if shrinking acreages are to be
offset.
Certainly not all of the possibilities
mentioned above will be realized at
Utah State University. It does seem
probable, however, that we will direct
substantial efforts towards solving
many of these problems. If the past
is indeed but a prologue, the future
may well prove even more spectacular
than anything we can imagine.

Table 1. Effect of progesterone on synchronization of heat
Experiment

2
3

Days to heat*
Range
Average

No .
ewes

Treatment
Progesterone
Control
Progesterone
Control
Progesterone
Control

22
70
10
10
52
19

1.0-5.0
0.0-17.0
2.2-3.2
1.0-16.5
1.0-6.5
0.5-17.0

3.1 **
8.2
2.8**
10.6
2.4 **
9.4

* Days from last injection to heat in treated ewes and for a comparable period in the control
ewes.
** Difference- highly significant with P .01.

<

Table 2. Effect of progesterone on ovulation rate and fertilization rate
Treatment

No.
animals

Ovulation
rate

fertilization
rate (%)

17
19
16
19

1.St
1.7
1.5
1.5

28.0 **
67.9
86.4
66.7

Progesterone 1 *
Progesterone 2
Progesterone 3
Control

* Number indicates the number of heats after treatment that the ewes were bred.
t Differences not statistically significant.
** 28.0 significantly smaller than the remaining groups with P .01 . The remaining groups
did not differ significantly from each other.

<

PROGESTERONE
(Contintted from page 45)

grou p was bred as they came in heat
after the injection period for the treated ewes was completed. The animals
were slaughtered 2 to 3 days after first
showing heat and their reproductive
tracts flushed to recover the ova. The
ova were then examined under a microscope to determine if they were
normal and fertilized. The percentage
of fertil ized ova for the different
groups was as follows: the group bred
at first heat after treatment 28.0' the
gr up bred at the second heat after
treatment 67.9' the group bred at the
third heat after treatment 86.4· and
the control group 66.7. The group
bred at the first heat after treatment
had a significantly lower percentage
of ova fertilized than the other groups
(table 3). This indicates again that
the first post-treatment heat is less fertile than later heats. H owever, most
studies made at other stations have not
found progesterone to have a temporary, depressing effect on fertility.
More work is needed to answer this
question completely.
Where a decrease 10 fertilization
rate was noted, normal fert ility was regained by the second heat after treatment. Because the synchronization of
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Table 3. Effect of progesterone on fertility of ewes

Treatment

No.
ewes

% ewes
lambing

22
70

81.8
77.1

Progesterone
Control
** Difference highly significant with P

% ewes
lambing
to first mating

26.7**
92.0

< .01.

heat by progesterone is of a permanent nature it appears that, by proper
management and timing, animals could
be bred at the second rather than the
first post-treatment heat and the advantage of controlled heat can still be
realized without jeopardizing fertility.

Progesterone inhibits rather than
stimulates
In contrast to some other hormones,
progesterone is nOt used to produce a
specific response (heat) directly but
to inhibit this response in the group
as a whole until aU animals are in the
proper phase physiologically to respond at the same time. The theory
concerning the action of progesterone
is that as long as it is being administered, the release of the hormones from
the pituitary gland that are necessary
to cause heat and ovulation is inhibited. To make sure all animals will respond, injections should be made daily

for a period of approximately the same
length as the estrous cycle (about
16-17 days for sheep and 18-21 days
for swine and cattle) . When the injections are Stopped the necessary hormones from the pituitary glands of all
the animals are released resulting in
synchronization of heat and ovulation
in the whole group.
One of the serious handicaps of
using progesterone commercially is
that it must be injected. Research is
currently under way with sheep and is
in the planning stage with cattle, in
cooperation with producers, livestock
o r g a n i z a t i on s, and pharmaceutical
companies, to determine the effectiveness of orally active progesterone-like
compounds which would make possible the mixing of this compound in
the feed and feeding it each day rather
than to inject it daily. This would help
to make practical the commercial use
of this compound.

S3

AMINO ACIDS
( Continued /-rom page

3~)

Balance among the essential
amino acids
All of the e ntial ami no acid mu t
be pr ided in the diet if an animal is
to maintain its
eight or grow. But
animal do not need the ame amount
of each one. The growing chick requir about se en time a much leucine a tryptophan. We are unlikely
to find a food which contains all of
the e sential amino acids in exactly
the proportion needed. In practice we
pro ide an exce and allow the animal to xcrete or oxidize tho e not
needed. Our own re earch with chicks
ha indicated that even though we provide an excess of all the e sential
amino acids it i still important that
a r a onable balance be maintained
among the e.
The chicken in the picture were
taken from an experiment which illustrates the importance of thi balance.
All three chickens were fed a diet with
1 percent protein and the ame
am Unt of vitamin mineral fat, and
carbohydrate. The chicken in the center was from a group fed a diet which
contained 1.1 percent arginine and a
t tal of 10.7 percent of e ential amino
acid . or all of the chickens in this
group were as e rely affected as the
one piCtUred. The ragged feathering
eakne and smaller size of this bird
are typical of chickens fed diet with
relati ely 10 Ie el of arginine. The
chicken on the right was fed the ame
diet a the one in the center except
that more arginine replaced the glycine
used in the first diet. The econd diet
contained 1.5 percent arginine. All of
th chicken fed the cond diet appeared to be normal. During the fir t
two week of the experiment they
gained about 20 percent more weight
dlan tho e fed the first diet. We dec rmined the daily feed con umption of
the chicks fed both diets. During the
fir t day the chicks fed the first diet
con umed as much feed as those fed
S4

These chickens illustrate the importance of amino acid balance. The center bird was
fed a diet with a relatively low level of arginine and a high level of the other essential
amino acids. Normal birds were produced when the arginine levet was increased (right) or
the level of the other essential am ino acids reduced (left)

th
econd. On the second day the
chick fed the second diet con umed
lightly more feed. The difference
gradually increa d· during th s cond
ix-day period the chickens fed the defici at diet con umed only 86 percent
a much feed a tho e fed th diet with
the higher Ie el of arginine.
Th chicken on the left was aI 0 fed
a diet with 1.1 percent arginine but
thi diet contained only 8 percent f
the e ential amino acids. Ie wa mad
by r placing part of the protein and
amin acid mixture u ed in th econd
di t with none ential amino acid. All
of the chickens fed thi diet appeared
t be normal and gained about the
ame amount a tho e fed th econd
diet. Feed con umption of bird f d
the third diet started below that of the
birds fed the other tWO diet) but th e
bird were oon consuming as much a
tho e f d the econd diet. Thu it wa
e ident that the poor performance noted with the fir t diet can be impr ed
by adding m re arginin or by decrea ing the Ie el of the other e ntial
amino acid. Eith r method produce
a better balance among th e ential
amino acid.
When the intake of certain nutri nt
exceeds the animal's need the exce s is
stOred for later use. This i noc true to
any appreciable extent for the amino
acid. In formulating diets we often

combine a protein which is a relati ely
po r ource of one amino acid with
another which i a relati ely g d
ource of the am amin acid. If balmial
anced Ie el of the other
amino acid are pr em good r ult
are obtained. If the twO protein are
fed eparateiy
en a few hour apart
theit alue for the animal i reduc d.
Apparendy all of the amino acid in
apr tein mu t b pre ent at about the
arne time b for pr tem yorhesi
will take place.

High er quality proteins are needed
The protein that ha e th high t
nutriti nal alue are tho e which proide all of the e ential mino acid in
about the proportion ne ded by the
animal. Egg pr tein i high in qualiey.
It ha a high coment of e ntial amino
acids with a fa rable balance am ng
th e. Meat and fi h proteins ar al 0
high in quality. Milk proteins are high
quality protein for mammal but not
for any animal which r quire arginine.
rain are not rich source of pr tein but th y form a large parr f the
diet of many animal. ioce th y are
con umed in large am unts they proide an important part of the daily
protein intake. Thl protein is a relati ely po r sourc of the amin acid
Iy ine. Other Ie
eriou deficiencie
are al 0 found. Protein supplements
which are rich ource of the amino
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acids deficient in grain should be used
to supplement the grain. The unavailability of such supplements limits animal production in many parts of the
world.
We are fortunate in the United
States because we have large amounts
of soybean meal available at a relatively low cost. Soybean protein has
good essential amino acid balance except for a moderate deficiency of the
sulfur-containing amino acids. Synthetic methionine can be produced at
a reasonable COSt and is used to balance
animal feeds containing soybean meal.
These are important reasons why we
have our abundant supply of animal
proteins.
Man s requirements same
Most of the basic animal nutrition
research has been conducted with rats,
mice, or chicks; but many experiments
have been done with human beings.
Generally the know ledge gained from
one species applies to the Others. Man
requires the same amino acids as other
nonruminant mammals. Most of the
experiments indicate that proteins
which are high quality for the rat or
mouse are also high quality for man.
Symptoms which have been noted
when amino acid deficient diets are
consumed include poor appetite, failure to gain weight, irritability, frequenr gastrointestinal upsets, repeated
bouts with infectious disease, dental
caries, and pallor.
In North America sufficient high
quality protein is available so that serious protein deficiencies do not occur.
In other parts of the world this is not
true. In a recent article, Drs. N. S.
Scrimshaw and M. Behar state that "it
is disconcerting ro discover that even
today in many parts of the world half
of the children born in low-income
groups die before they are five years
of age and that a significant proportion
of these deaths are attributable directly or indirectly ro malnutrition." They
als say that mortality of children one
to four years of age in a country is a
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good index of protein malnutrition. In
the United States and most countries of
Western Europe mortality is about 1
per 1000, while in most technically
underdeveloped countries it varies
from 10 to 45 per 1000. In one area
studied in Guatemala the rate was 50
per 1000. Two-fifths of these children
died from the prOtein deficiency disease kwashiorkor characterized by fatty
infiltration of the liver, pigmentary
changes of the skin, edema, and pancreatic disfunction. Most of the remaining deaths were from infectious
diseases which would not have been
fatal if the children had been well
nourished.
In some countries of the Far East the
average life expectancy is only about
half of that in the United States or
Australia. Many faCtors contribute to
the lower expectancy in the East, but
most public health specialists agree
that deficiency of high quality protein is one of the most important.
Large quantities of rice are consumed
in this area; rice protein is quite deficient in lysine and other lesser amino
acid deficiencies are found. More animal proteins would improve this type
of diet. Animal protein consumption
in these Far Eastern countries is only
about one-fifth of that in the United
States or Australia.
Large quantities of corn, white rice
or cassava roots are consumed in areas
where protein or amino acid deficiencies are a problem. Even more
vegetable proteins would improve
these diets and would COSt less ro produce than animal proteins. Cottonseed,
sesame, and soybean proteins have
been used to some extent. The first
tWO of these are also somewhat deficient in lysine. Lysine concetrates
are now being produced by fermentation at a reasonable cost and could be
used to supplement the deficient proteins. This will probably not be done
however until more research has been
conducted which indicates that added
lysine concentrates will accomplish the
desired results.
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MANAGING LIVESTOCK RANCHES
( Contintted from page 43 )

grazing yearlong. This differential
was influenced by a 7.5 percent increase in calf crop, higher grade of
marketable animals, and larger cow
gains.
These and other research evidences
provide positive answers ro the question - will it pay ro improve livesrock forage sources. Of course, at
some point it will nOt pay to improve
lands further because the added improvement will cost more than it will
return. An attempt ro seed a meadow
already in an improved variety may not
pay, or it may pay such a small amount
that another use of the capital may pay
more.
The previous discussion has been
centered around the question: will it
pay? An answer for many management practices in addition ro those included here is needed. In some cases
research has developed data to help
answer questions about a specific farm
or ranch situation. In other cases, only
the experience of the manager can
help. Sometimes answers are so uncertain that aCtion cannot be risked. Considerable uncertainty can be eliminated
if farmers and ranchers keep detailed
records on their operation. Record
keeping should include not only costs
and return but physical measures of inpurs and ourpurs.

Which practice will pay most?
Most farmers and ranchers have
limited capital. If this were not so,
they could use all practices at levels
that returned more money than they
cost. Since capital is limited, choices
among the paying practices must be
made. Thus the question : which practice will pay the most? Getting the
answer is often a complex process.
However, farmers and ranchers make
this decision often. An example of
what can be done with some data and
a systematic analysis of management
alternatives follows.
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Suppose the data on the Nevada
meadow improvement study apply.
Also, suppose a rancher has 1,000 acres
of unimproved meadow land and
2,000 to spend on meadow improvement. What level of improvement will
return him most? The pertinent data
are summarized in table 1. Under these
acreage and capital restrictions, it
would pay most ro control irrigation.
However, if capital were not limited
he should improve his meadow at the
most intensive level, for he could increase production on his 1,000 acres
by 3,370 rons. Income would increase
about 55,000 if he sold his higher
yield of hay at 20 a ron less harvesting COSts. Of course, if the rancher
feeds the increased forage to livesrock
he may realize even higher returns on
the investment.

miles aparr wher ver sufficient water
was available for intensive cultivation.
But with improved truck transport,
declining farm incomes, and the rise
in agricultural productivity per man,
some of these towns have become technologically obsolete. The local hardware srore, lumberyard, bank blacksmith and machinery - repair shop,
grain elevator, sch 01, and milk-processing plant, which w re going concerns
in 1910 now no longer exist. They
have moved into larger regional centers and consolidated into supermarkets and other larger and more efficient units. All that is left is the local
church, a small grocery-gas-stationpost-office-srore, and some cherished
memories of an era that no longer
exists. The problem of integrating the
emotional ties of those inhabitants still
living in the nearly-deserted towns
with the hard logic of economics presents an entire study by itself.

UTAH AGRICULTURE

The decline of dobbin

( Continued from page 47)

Fewer and fewer farms operating
larger and larger acreages means an increased use of machines on the farm ,
and as more efficient machines are introduced, old dobbin finds that he is
as much an anachronism as the small
rural town. The high of 132,000 horses
on Utah farms in 1920 had slipped
precipirously to 33,000 by 1960. For
the same period the number of tractors
rose from 583 ro 18,225 , and the 1960
model was much more powerful and
efficient than its predecessor of 1920.
Other labor-saving devices, such as haybalers, harvesters, and mechanized
feeding of farm animals, have fuerher
reduced the man power and horse
power formerly needed. The reduction in the number of draft animals has
released to cultivation a large acreage
which was formerly used for raising
forage for horses. Perhaps the only
factor which may arrest the disappearance of the farm horse is the growing practice of owning a saddle horse
or twO as a new type of status symbol.
Industrial workers with increased lei-

tives to the state legislature. Periodic
reappraisals have been made, but
"cow county" reluCtance to parr with a
dominant position in state government
has forced the Wasatch-front cities to
turn more and more ro the federal government for relief. The recent decision
of the United States Supreme Court
may result in reapportionment which
will reduce the importance of rural
areas in state legislation.

Rural towns decay
The decline in the number of farmers is accompanied by a similar decline in the rural communities of Utah.
This is only part of a nationwide
problem which the Kennedy Administration is currently attacking. Rural rehabilitation is no doubt long overdue
bur it presents many complexities.
Many of Utah's agricultural rowns were
founded ro service areas from which
farm families could make a round trip
ro market by horse team in one day.
This resulted in towns some 6 ro 10
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sure are turning ro horse-back riding
as a form of recreation and in recognition of this, some colleges are introducing courses in the care and handling of saddle horses.
Another sign f the times is the
sharply increased use of commercial
fertilizer on Utah farms since W orId
War' II. Declining soil fertility may be
one cause. But of much greater importance more efficient farming methods
and a desire for higher yields per acre
induce Utah farmers to plough back
part of their income into chemical fertilizers which in turn bring greater
profits.
The btl,sines! of farming

Farming in Utah, as elsewhere

10

the United States is no longer a way
of life. It is big business. The requirement of large initial expenditures of
capital for land and equipment is rapidly reducing the number of prospective farmers who can get started. Unless a young man inherits a "bonanza"
farm or accumulates enough money
from some other business for such an
investment, he may have little chance
of acquiring a farm.
Agriculture is a vital segment of
Utah's economy and as in Other industries, the business of farming requires
more and more specialized training. If
Benjamin Franklin were alive today,
he might well include in Poor Richard's Almanac, the adage: An efficient
farmer is an educated farmer!

research reports
Retail sale of raw milk
Between May 1959 and December
1960 retail sale of raw milk by licensed
producer - distributors increased from
155,000 to 600,000 pounds a month,
or about 3 percent of the total fluid
milk and cream sales in the state. Although such sales may increase more it
appears that they will .remain a small
part of total retail sales, probably not
exceeding 5 percent. In switching
from wholesaling to retailing raw milk,
producers invested an average of
8,578 in additional buildings and
equipment. Costs increased an average of 13.62 cents per gallon of milk
produced while receipts increased
19.17 cents per gallon. Net additional
returns averaged 5.55 cents per galIon or 204 per month, thus making
it profitable to sell milk at retail rather
than wholesale. For producers ro realize returns of 5.55 cents per gallon of
production they need daily production
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of about 120 gallons of milk, sell 75
percent at retail, receive about 64 cents
per gallon for retail milk and 27 cents
for surplus milk, and to have sold milk
previously at wholesale for about 38
cents per gallon. Even though the sale
of raw milk has caused pasteurizing
plants to lose some production and
sales, the loss has not been diastrous.
-Rondo A. Christensen

products other than poultry and dairy.
This is but one of a number of significant trends shown by an analysis
of census data for 1940, 1950 and
1960.
From 1940-49 to 1960, per capita
consumption of beef increased from
60.4 pounds to 85.2 pounds, while
lamb and mutton decreased from 6.2
ro 4.6 pounds. During the same period,
the price of lamb increased 130 percent and beef 172 percent.
-George T. Blanch

Control of scum formation
in cucumber pickling tanks
Researchers at the Utah Station have
found that the addition of potassium
sorbate to the brine in pickling tanks
will prevent the growth of molds and
yeasts. These organisms oxidize organic acids, such as lactic acid produced during the normal fermentation
process and lower the value of the
brine. This ultimately results in poor
quality pickles and extensive losses to
pickle producers.
Concentrations of the acid as low as
1 percent controlled the mold and yeast
organisms for two ro four months and
at the same time did nOt impart off
flavor and odor to the treated produce.
The acid is nontoxic to humans.
-D. K. Salunkhe

Agricultural trends

Changes needed in policies
of poultry cooperatives

In Utah cash receipts from the sale
of farm crops were less in 1959 than
in 1949 in absolute amounts and also
in percent of total farm sales. They
declined from 28.7 to 22.3 percent of
rotal sales. Livestock and product sales
increased from 71.3 ro 77.7 percent,
although poultry and poultry product
sales declined from 18.8 to 11.3 percent. Sales of dairy products rose
slightly but the major increase of 39.9
to 50. 3 percent was in livestock and

Egg and feed cooperatives in Utah
need to increase operating efficiency
and revise their pricing policies ro
pass volume savings on to the large
producers if they are to continue to
serve the poultry industry is the conclusion of a study on poultry cooperatives. The study showed that
since beginning production, 37 percent of egg producers in 1960 had
changed from marketing eggs through
cooperatives while only 1 percent had
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changed co them. The main reason
for dropping the cooperatives was to
get higher prices; the main reason
for continuing to patronize them was
loyalty. Too high priced feed was the
chief complaint. Producers dropping
the cooperatives are the larger growers.
- Rondo A. Christensen

Lining irrigation canals
and reservoirs
Despite the substantial increase in
seepage through thin earth canal linings over the years, the losses continue
co be much less than is the case
without linings. Plastic films - both
vinyl and polyethylene - are included
in about the same price brackets as
earth and asphalt membrane linings,
and under most conditions will provide better seepage control. Use of
steel reinforcing reduces the amount
of cracking in concrete linings as
shown in test sections after 12 years
of service. The addition of butyl latex
in the form of a water emulsion to
portland cement paste reduces the
shrinkage which accompanies curing
in air and the swelling in water. The
same thing occurs when butyl latex
is added to concrete mixes.
-C. W. Lauritzen

Fertilizers fo r dry lands
Fertility trails on dry lands reveal
the distinct advantage of drilling
fertilizer with the seed compared to
broadcasting. Results of this study
indicate that the use of low rates of
nitrogen and phosphorous applied with
the seed is a new approach to the
fertilizer program on drylands in Utah.
- Rex F. Nielson

Tenderness in beef
Marbling has little relation to tenderness in young beef is the conclusion
of scientists at Utah State after a twO
year study of visual characteristics for
tenderness in meat. These men have
found that none of the visually ap58

praised carcass characteristics showed
a high relation to tenderness.
- James A. Bennett

NEW PUBLICATIONS

the past three years the price has been
coo high for it to be an economical
replacement for other sources of protem.
-Jay O. Anderson

Range improvement

Utah Resources Series 11. Input requirements and costs of surface and
sprinkler methods of irrigation under actual operating conditions in
Utah, 1958, by Douglas C. Strong.
Department of Agricultural Economics. 38 p.

Control of sagebrush and rabbitbrush increased grass yields as much
as 250 pounds per acre the first year.
Root studies and soil moisture determinations show that both sagebrush
and rabbitbrush present serious competition with seeded grasses. Application of nitrogen at the rate of 40
pounds per acre on seeded foothill
ranges increased production as much
as 500 pounds per acre and increased
root yield, vigor, and palatability as
well.

This is a statistical supplement to
bulletin 433, "An economic evaluation of alternative methods of irrigation for various land situations, Utah,
1958." Most of the dota presented,
representative of actual irrigation ex·
periences in the field, should prove
valuable to farmers and others working with irrigation problems in comparing input requirements ond costs
for specific operations under average
operating conditions.
Utah Resources Series 12. An economic analysis of hog production on
farms of northern Utah, 1958 and
1960, by Earnest M. Morrison. Department of Agricultural Economics.
12 p.

-c. Wayne Cook
Successful use of cerealwood pulp for paper

This study of hog production as an
alternative farm enterprise was undertaken ta develap information that can
be used to help answer questions
about the comporative economic posi.
tion of hog production on Utah farms.

The first successful use of cereals
as an integral pan of paper has been
demonstrated by USDA scientists.
Cereal pulp can be blended, in large
proportions, with wood pulp to improve paper quality, according to these
researchers.

Copies of any of these publications
may be obtained free by writing to
the lulletin Room, Agricultural Science
Building, Utah State University, logan, Utah. The Utah Resources Series
h published in limited numbers and is
not sent outside the state.

Barley in poultry rations
Hens fed a ration containing 86.3
percent barley, 2.5 percent soybean
meal, and 2.5 percent meat and bone
meal plus methionine ( 1 pound co
1 con of feed) had egg production
and feed efficiency as good as hens
fed rations with normal levels of protein supplements. Barley rations contained an enzyme supplement which
may have helped the hens to make
better use of the protein in barley.
Because barley is plentiful in Utah
it is usually economical co use it as
part of the ration. However during

Chemically treated starches, flours,
wheat bran, or ground whole wheat
have been used with wood pulp in
a variety of experimental papers. The
mixture of cereal and wood pulps
appears better than all-wood pulp for
papers that require extra strength.
Used for as much as 44 percent of
pulp mixtures cereal pulps drain
free of water faster than some wood
pulps, thus shortening processing time
for some paper.

Pests and diseases responsible for high agricultural
losses
Much progress has been made in
controlling pests and diseases that
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destroy agriculture commodities during
producti n stOrage and distribution
but farmers still lose between 10 and
15 billion worrh of production each
year t insects diseases and weeds.
Marketing losses due to spoilage organisms are tremendous - as high as
40 percent for highly perishable commodities.

Scientists explain flowering
of short-day plants
A light-sensitive plant pigment
called phytochrome "instructs" some
plants when to flower and when to
p stpone flowering. These responses
can be explained by certain characteristics of phytochrome, according to
USDA scientists. It is receptive to twO
kinds of light red and far-red, and
in responding to these forms of light
it controls flowering.
To illustrate soybeans and chrysanthemums can be made to flower earlier
than normal by subjecting them to
several successive daily dark periods
f ab ut 16 hours. They are bOth
shorr-day plants, that is they normally
do not fl wer until days are short and
nights long. However, if these plants
are subjected to illumination near the
middle of each long dark period
flowering can be stopped. Only 10
minutes of such light is enough of an
interruption of the dark period to
prevent flowering of soybeans while
two hours or more are needed to prevent flowering in chrysanthemums.
Chrysanthemums exhibit still anOther curious response. Intermittent
light exp sure during the dark period
is as effective in preventing flowering
as a single, long exposure. In fact, if
the plants are exposed intermittently
flowering can be prevented with less
than 10 percent of the light that
would be needed if the illumination
were given continuously.
The secret of these variable resp nses lies in the character of phytochrome. In absorbing light phytochrome is changed into one of twO
FOR
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forms. Absorption of red light causes
the phytochrome to change into a
form capable of absorbing far-red
light and the process is reversible.
In its far-red absorbing form, phytOchrome is biologically active and
capable of controlling flowering.
Active far-red phytochrome is probably an enzyme and it interferes with
the plant's abiilcy to proceed with
flowering.
During the day both forms are
present in the plant because natural

light contains both red and far-red
light. During the night however farred absorbing phytOchrome which is
unstable, tends to revert slowly to the
inactive red-absorbing form. The process is somewhat like a watch running
down. Thus, exposure to strong incandescent illumination during the
darkness can StOp this unwinding
process. The illumination in effect
rewinds the phytOchrome back to the
far-red form, which will prevent
flowering.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO RESEARCH
February 1 to May 1, 1962
Turleey Marleetinl Board

$7,000 for study of synovitis of turlceys

Damon Runyon Memorial Fund

$5,600 for lenetic analyses of tumorous IMad
and melanic tumors of Drosophila melanolaster

American Cancer Society

$4,997 for study of amino acids and other
chemicals in tumorous head in Drosophila
melanagaster

American Society of Civil
Engineers

$3,340 for study to improve methods for
desilning flexible culverts

Esso Company

$2,500 for canal lining studies

Birds Eye Division

$1,650 for lima bean investigations

Campbell Soups

$1,500 for study of color, solids, and titratable acidity in tomatoes

:1 '=}

Shell Oil
Velsieol Corporation
Dow Chemical
Commercial Solvents
Upiohn Company
Hell and Clark

$ 400

for study of miscellaneous
insects

$ 500

for study of factors influencing
production costs in turleeys

:1:}

Abbott Laboratories

$1,000 for study of eHects of maturity and
storage on quality of canned and frozen
fruits and vegetables

Daws Laboratory

$1,000 for study of improved use of grains
by chickens and turleeys with enzymes and
antibiotics

National Parks Service

$1,000 far a study of the flora of the
Flaming Gorge dam area

Califomia Chemical Company

$750 for sugar beet nutrition studies

Califarnia Chemical Company
Stauffer Chemical Company

$500} for studies on the control of the
$500 twig borer

Waterman loamis

$350 for pollination studi"

National Turkey Federation
stauHer Chemical Company
California Chemical Company
Niagara Chemical Division
Shell Chemical Company
Chemagro Corporation
Velsicol Chemical Corppration
American Cyanamid Company
Dow Chemical Company

$250 for study of coccidosis in turkeys

Chemicals for insect control studi"

(Po,- lIIla;l;o1llll contribulions see page 60)
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CONTRIBUnONS TO RESEARCH
February 1 to May 1, 1962
National Institut.s of Health

$245,000 for compilation of data on f ••d
composition over a 7 year p.riod
$28,532 for a study of alkaloids of som.
rare papav.raceous planh
$14,012 for study of bramsulphal.in metabolit" of COWl and .h••p
$11,814 for .xp.rim.ntal study of .olinophil
transformation
$8,855 for re..arch on the fundion of molybd.num in biological IYlteml
$6,842 ta Itudy a pOllible chemically dir.d.d mutation
$5,750 for study of optical propertiel of
living c.1I1 and tiIlU.S
$3,407 for study of endocrine interrelationIhips in femal. reprodudion

U. S. Bureau of Reclamation

$31,000 for study of Ipraying wat.r lurfac.s to pr.vent .vaporation

Atomic Energy Commilsion

$29,959 for research on the ilolation of plant
virul.1 by chromatographic techniqu.s
$21,00 to continu. the study of the .H.ct
of radioadiv. materials on dream biota
$1,650 as travel grant for Dr. R L Smith
ta attend International Atomic Energy Symposium in India on usel of radioisotopel in
soil-plant nutrition studies

Air Forc. Cambridg. Research
Labaratory

$18,928.27 for eledronics laboratory

National A.ronautics
Administration

$17,000 for .xperimental investigations of
flush-mounting configurations for log-periodic
structures and ant.nna array.

U. S. D.partment of Defense

$15,130 for analysis of backscatt.r studi.s

Air Force CHice of Scientific
R....rch

$14,744 to study the .ffect of strudural
chang" on the pyrolysis of ....n of organic
and Inorganic adds

K.nnecott Copper Corporation

$12,5OD for m.teorology ltudles

Petroleum R.search Fund

$7,500 to study reaction meachnisms In organic chemistry, particularly In the field of
base-catalyzed acylatlve decarboxylation and
10......... decarboxylation

Plastic coverings keep
plows free of soil
Covering plows with sh et plastic
to keep soil from sticking to them
may be an answer t this perennial
problems in farming. When oil sticks
to the plow poor plowing results
tractor power is wasted, and much
time is lost in cleaning the implement.
Teflon (tetrafluoroethylene) and H.
D. ( high density) polyethylene did
excellent jobs of shedding soil in
laboratOry and field tests.
Teflon is used commercially for
non-lubricated bearings electric insulation gaskets, and plastic lin rs in
frying pans made for cooking withOut fat. H.D. polyethylene is u ed t
make squeeze bottles wasteba kets
and other household items. Both plastics are extremely smo th which
makes it difficult for soil r ther
materials to stick t them.
Engineers first teseed thes
heet
and several liquid plastics to determine their resistance to brasion. N ne
of the liquid materials pr ved resi tant. Teflon and H.D. polyethylene
st od up reasonably well in the tests.
These were then cut to size b lted or
glued to steel moldboard plows, and
tested in day soils. B th mat rials
were highly eff ctive in turning sticky
difficult-co-plow soil. The pI w covered with Teflon required 23 percent
less pulling p weI than a con enti nal
moldboard plow.
Although b th Teflon and H. D.
polyethylene were ffective in shedding soil, tests comparing sheets of
equal thickness howed chat T flon
lasts longer. A 14-inch m Idboard
plow covered with Tefl n will turn
about 50 acres f highly abrasive
sticky soil before the plastic has to be
replaced. H.D. polyethylene will last
through ab ut 20 acres of plowing.
These plow coverings are not yet
available commercially.

(Pew olhsr co"lriblll;o"s S•• /hIg. 59)

Megaton } is replacing "horsepower'
as a measure of energy
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